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Chapter i
Introduction
Purpose
The purpose of this thesis is to study the first year
student case load of the Jboston uity Hospital Department of
Social service to determine tlie follov/ing:
!• what is accomplished b2/ the student. 2. Whether
plans as stated in the record are carried out. 3. The t^/pe
of cases handled hy the stuients during this period. 4. The
reason for closi':ig or transferrl’.Tg a case to another agency.
An important question is whether the student has con-
tributed to the agency and has successfully carried out the
doctor ^s recommendations.
Such a study is significant because of the increased en-
rollment in the schools of social work and the growing need
for m.ore case working agencies to provide adequate supervision
for student placement.
Field work is a part of the total educational process for
the profession of social work. In field work the student must
translate into activity, the knov>/ledge, the thinking, and the
emotional responses he has acquired in the classroom. A com-
plete description of the content of field placement would of
necessity have to cover all aspects of the learning process
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but because time and space do not permit such a complete a-
pproach of the subject, the writer will confine this thesis to
the specialized content of placement at Boston City Hospital.
Some consideration will be given to the type of supervision the
student receives in this particular setting.
Method
In order to present a picture of the student case load in
this agency the writer has gathered the m*aterial from the case
records themselves. An attempt has been made to study ob-
jectively the cases handled by the students with particular em-
phasis on the activity of the student in carrying out the case
work process. The use of comnunity resources, other agency
contacts, and the relationship between patient and worker are
brought out. The objective happenings are indicated as they
relate to the progress of the case. Particularly important is
the statement of plan as given in the record. Steps taken to
carry out the plan and reasons for successful or unsuccessful
fulfillment of the am are considered. The writer attemipts to
bring to the attention of the reader the specific trends,
showing movement in terms of patient *s response either to
treatment or a cliange in his life situation.
Accomplisriment in the cases is determined on the basis of
what has been recommenced as a method of treatment by the
doctor and what the student has set as her own goals. In in-
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stances where a staff member has previously handled the case,
some effort will be made to show the acceptance or rejection
of the original plan and the reason for such.
Sources of Material
The material has been taken from forty-three case records
at Boston City Hospital. These forty-three cases were chosen
because they represent the entire case load handled by stu-
dents from September 1943 to June 1944. All the students
were first year students placed from the Boston University
School of Social Work and were under one agency supervisor.
The patients were seen by students either in the medical
wards of the hospital or on visits.
Although no attempt will be made to discuss supervision
in relation to the cases presented the writer v/ill point out
the type of supervision students receive in this setting.
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Chapter II
Problems Related To Student Placement In A lledical Setting
There are probably few field work placements as com^plex
and difficult for a student as one in a large hospital with its
variety of professional and techinical personnel, its numerous
lines of authority and relationships, and its many rules and
regulations. As one sees a succession of students passing
through periods of field work in a medical social service de-
partment, one can pick out recurring situations inherent in the
setting or in the special areas of maladjustment v;ith which
medical social workers deal. Time and again these situations
give the student particular difficulty and for this reason they
show the need for her to learn special adaptations of her de-
veloping case work skill.
^
The writer does not propose to bring out all the problem's
encountered by a student in a medical setting but will discuss
three of the major areas where the student may have difficulty.
Use of Medical Information
There are two aspects to the problem of the use of tech-
nical medical information. These are, first, learning how
much and what kind of knowledge a social worker should have,
and, second, acquiring professional ways of using it.
Although some medical information and implications of di-
seases are learned in the classroom, each medical social case
is likely to demand some special knowledge or skill that can-
not be learned from textbooks and lectures. Even the more
comprehensive lectures and courses cannot offer the student
all the information she may need at any time. The actual
practice in the field provides the student with the opportunity
of seeing what kinds of medical knowledge she needs under dif-
ferent circumstances in order to achieve a more sensitive
understanding of the patient^s situation. The v/hole set-up
stimulates the student to find ways of supplementing her in*
formation by consultation v/ith doctors, nurses, and others.
^ Muriel Gayford "Content of Field Teaching in Medical
Social 'iiiTork" Field Supervision of Case V/ork Students Reprinted
From the Fam-ily', April 1942 pT 2S
2 Ibid., pp. 30-31.
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5The most difficult area in case v/ork v/ith patients is the
matter of learning how to use this medical information. This
aspect of medical social work is not well understood by the
field as a whole. The student in her 5.nsecurity and self-
consciousness is likely to feel under pressure to use what
medical knowledge she has prematurely and superficially. As
the student has continued experience in seeing patients go
through the ordeal of illness, and a growing 'understanding of
the case v/ork skills, she will be more restrained in v/aiting
to learn what the patient's deeper needs are. This growing
knowledge will help her to be more observant as regards the
meaning of the illness in the patient's terms, not in those
of the medical textbooks.^
Working V/ith An 111 Person
Illness is always a nev/ situation and it tends to be dis-
turbing because the unfamiliar is threatening, ii^very disease,
illness, and disability has a social or an emotional co aponent<
Some of the problems connected v/ith illness are dislocation
of accustomed habits, loss of individ'uality
,
and fear.
Very often patients have a generalized fear of hospitals,
operations, medical procedures, and possible unfavorable e'ud
results of the illness such as incapacity or even death.
These fears are often not exoressed directlv but are oro-A V A
jected upon other aspects of the situation. i?’or this reason
it is important that the case worker's approach to each patieni,
be a very sensitive one in order to recognize his fear and .
anxiety even though he may be unable to express it directly.
The student has to learn gradually that her ideas of
both "health" and "the sick" must change, together with her
other ideas about the way people behave, hiven when these
nev/ concepts have been absorbed intellectually
,
the st'udent
has to reorientate her emotional responses before classroom
theories can be put into practice.
3 Ibid., pp. 31-32.
'^ueanette Hertzraan and Kachel .'vy-nan ”The Jdegin' ing Pro-
cess in Medical social Case work", The Family , ’26:1 p.^22
March 1945.
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6In the case v;ork relationship, the student must gain control
by becoming aware of her own aiixieties regarding illness and
by understanding the real meaning of an illness to a patient*
Because medical social work: deals with conditions that are dis-
turbing to mankind, it is bound to frighten the student in
some degree and may arouse deep conflicts for her. The ex-
perience of illness is something a great number of people have
had personally and have first-hand ideas of what it has meant.
Therefore, the student may have great potential ability for
identification with the patient. The danger is that there
may be over-identification. *tlso there is a danger of insuffi-
cient individualization.
The student Qiay learn in the class room something about
emotional regression and physical dependency occurring in
illness. However, in the field work practice she is faced
with a need to develop and use a case work relationship which
must be based on her own judgment as to the degree of the
patient's regression, and as to the patient's ability to
mobilize physical and emotional energy to cope with the de-
pendency situation.
Interviewing in a medical setting presents another prob-
lem to the student, lany of the interviews are not private.
They may be held in an open ward or in a busy clinic, even
in the presence of a doctor or nurse. This lack of privacy
not only disturbs the patient but confuses the student,
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7increasing her self-consciousness and fastening her attention
on her own situation, rather thaji on the patient. Because of
the student's eagerness to he of service and to have her ser-
vice wanted, she may begin t’le interview at a point the patient
,i
has not yet reached. The student may have difficulty in using
her medical information in interviewing.. She may be fearful
in encouraging the patient to talk about his symptoms, feeling
that she has no right to question regarding pain, cough,
bleeding, because she does not treat them directly.
Although the tec’iniques of giving assurance and helping
the patient to gain insight, are used in all fields of social
case 'work treatoent, there are special temptations to cheer
and protect the patient because he is ill. In order to help
the patient to gain insight, the student must use all the un-
derstanding which she has of personality development and of
the meaning of illness.
Kelationship \-Vith The Doctor
In working v/ith the doctor, the student's personal
feelings in this situation must be taken into consideration.
Her prior experiences, stemming from her conception of the
doctor in her own family, will directly affect her ability to
work effectively with physicians of her patients. Also her
previous relationships to a doctor, with herself as a patient
may be reflected constructively or destructively in her
relationships. In some instances a student may find it
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disconcerting to be associated with a young doctor who is as
insecure and self-conscious as she is herself. On the other
hand, she may use this as a special opportunity to show her-
self able to understand and to adapt to another person.
The student may be blocked in her learning experience w ith
the doctor, either because of her resistance to the doctor's
prior claim on the patient, or a too full submission on her
part to his orders and a limitation of her activity, to the
finding of ansvvers to his direct questions. ihen the student
is able to define her o.m role in the set-up, she will feel
secure in her professional status and ability and thus be able
to demonstrate her service to the physician more effectively/'.'”^
Rayford, op. cit., pp. 32-35
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uhapter III
Supervision in j?'ield V/ork
This chapter will deal with supervision of students in
general, and some of the special content related to supervision
of students at isoston City hospital*
In social work of today, the student must of necessity
meet with considerable frustration while the changing social
order readjusts itself. They must meet many evils about which
they can do nothing, and must learn to work toward rather than
hope to reach, the solution of others. Their relation to tlie
supervisor is a most reliable help in learning to do tlie thing
they can really accomplish, without smugness as if these wpre
indeed all, and without discouragement that they are so small
a part of what needs to be done. The supervisor needs to be a
person big enough to take from school, agency and society/’, the
best to be gained from each, and blend them all for the stu-
dent's use. The supervisor has much to do with helping the
student shape the philosophy which will be the guide of his
professional life.^
The student should be able to feel that in relation to his
ov;n case load, he is recognized by the agency as having the
same kind of responsibility for giving the agency service up to
the capacity of his training, as a worker carries for a larger
case load. j.he supervisor's first concern is introduciiig the
student to tlie agency, defining the purpose of supervision, and
assigning the case load, ohe is concerned primarily 'with the
giving of her knowledge and experience. The field of social
work requires so much independent thinking and responsible
activity of its workers that the supervisor has to help the
student toward the development of responsibility.
The student’s learning needs extending into three areas;
first, the obvious need for an extent of f actual Imovjledge,
second, a need to learn to use himself, more responsibly in
relation to tlie problems of the clients within the finction of
his agency, and last, the need to develop a greater understan-
ding of people, of their needs and reactions. The first of
these may be satisfied externally and intellectually; the other
two involve deeoer uses of the self and changes within the
self.'^
^Bertha C. Reynolds ’’Learning and Teaching in the Practice
of Social 7/ork" p. 229*
VVirginia P. Robinson "Supervision in Social uase V7ork"
pp. 89-1^.
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If there is a sound working relationship with the super-
visor, the student’s adjustment to the agency is much easier.
If he knov/s that the agency, through the supervisor, will pro-
tect him from dangerous mistakes in matters of policy, he can
learn to operate v/ith freedom Ln his professional relation-
ships .
The student receives in one or two years, an amount of
insight into human behavior, which could be assimilated com-
fortably only in five or ten years. As medical students are
reputed to believe that they have, in turn, every disease they
study, student social vvorkers are certain either that they
are emotionally deprived or are above the turmoil they see in
others. The security of a good relationship to a supervisor
acts as a steadying influence on the student's capacity for
adjusting more effectively.^
Supervision at Boston City Hospital
The student at noston city Blospital requires very close
supervision. The responsibility is greater because of the
professional relationship with two other professions, namely,
the doctors and the nurses. The student has to be guided in
adjusting to administrative procedures and to learning a
great deal about the teclmical aspects of the hospital in a
short time. He must learn a body of knov/ledge in addition to
the case work. He must know diagnoses and their meaning, the
usual treatment and the effect of the illness on tlie part of
the body affected, in this municipal hospital, where the
pressure is great, there is little protection for tlie student.
In the short time contacts, the student has to be helped to
recognize the limitations of time, when a service is performed
for a patient and it is decided not to .make a case, the student
has to be able to make the decision on the basis of good sound
professional reasoning.
Sibid
.. pp. 220-227.
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In handling material with psychiatric implications, the
student has to become increasingly av/are that psychiatry?- does
not explain everything and that a good psychiatrist needs to
knov/ the medical information as well as that involving the
emotional life. Thus it is essential for the student to know
the medical problem -first ajid then apply psychiatry ’where it
is needed.^
The activity of the field work supervisor v;ill be to in-
dividualize the student's experience to the extent of giving
her opportunities that she can use in the learning process.
This will probably be done by a judicious selection of cases,
a controled introduction to the institution, an understanding
and supported attitude during difficult periods, and stimula-
tion and encouragement in thinking through the implications
of ’What she is seeing. Many of the student's experiences
will arouse conflict for her in connection with her highly
personalized attitudes tov^ard siclmess in general, tov^ard
certain diseases, and tovvard certain fo’rms of medical treat-
ment.
It caji not be expected that the inex-perienced student ’will
have complete -understanding of these problems by the time she
finishes her field work, two year's working experience in a
hospital is usually considered the minimum in -which complete
orientation to the setting of medical practice can be achieved
The supervisor of field 'work can, however, give the student
a beginning awareness of her needs and a method of approach in
learning to relate her job to the whole. 10
^By personal comraunication with Mrs. Louise Graves, field
work supervisor, isoston City Hospital Ueparteent of bocial v^or]
10^:jayford, 0£. cit .
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Chapter IV
Gases Handled By Students
In this chapter the writer will present a brief sunnaary
of the cases with diagnoses, reasons for referral to Social
Service, activity and accomplishments. There will be no
attempt to interpret medical material. Only a description of
significant factors, vi/hich have direct bearing on how the
student handled the case will be brought out. nt the end of
each case presentation, the writer will summarize the im-
portant points. For the purpose of this study, fictitious
initials will be used instead of the patients’ names. Names
of various other hospitals and social agencies will be used
as the need for such is indicated.
Case of vV. J ; W. was a seventeen year old boy with a
diagnosis of diabetes m.ellitus. The case was referred to
Social oervice for an investigation of the family situation
in relation to future adjustment to illness. The doctor also
wanted to learn of the significance of his past life and
attitude and make a general study for a presentation at a
medical conference.
There were seven other siblings in W.’s family. After
the father’s death, the mother remarried. W. and the step-
father did not get along very vs/ell. Other agency records re-
vealed that the family, and especially W., had been known to
numerous agencies. At an early age V/. began to take things
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that did not belong to him. Because of a reading disability
and his poor behavior, he made a bad adjustment in school.
•/V. had been s tudied at tvi/o psychiatric agencies. He had been
placed in a foster ’lome but because of his pilfering and mis-
conduct he had to be removed. At one time he v/as committed to
an industrial school for boys. Other workers described «V. as
one who used his diabetic comas -as an escape from reality."
Plan of Treatment
1* To establish a good relationship
2. To consider a good boarding home and vocational
guidance
3. TO help the patient to secure employment suited to
his personality/ and background
Action
As w. had previously been in contact with Sfveral hospi-
tals, foster homes and many social workers, it was necessai’y
to see him often to break down any resistance he may have.
The student v/as able to establish as free and friendly a re-
lationship as possible v;ith //. in view of his deep seated con-
flicts. He did not want to return to his mother’s house be-
cause he wanted his "independence." He had been previously
employed working in a soda fountain. The student offered
other jobs which would be better suited to the patient's
physical condition, w. refused these offers saying that he
prefered the kind of work that he had been doing, oince w. had
no definite plans the student suggested that after w.*s dis-
charge from the hospital, he return to his mother’s house
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until he secured employment. The doctor stressed the need for
the patient to return to the hospital every other day for a
check-up. The student wanted to notify the mother of this.
W. refused to give his mother's address, ihe student con-
sulted the doctor and it was agreed that the older sister
should be notified of v;.'s discharge and his need for medical
follow-up. The student contacted the older sister but when .7.
learned of this, he showed resentment, stating that his sister
was sick and that the student was acting behind his back. Al-
though the student explained that she was unaware of his sis-
ter's illness at the time of the contact, '''U refused to
accept this as an explanation. He continued to show hostility
toward the student. She allowed the expression of his feeling,
showing her ability to continue with the relationship.
Despite the efforts on the pau’t of the worker, subsequent
attempts to interview w. were quite unsatisfactory. W. was
sullen and unapproachable. iovi/ever, he finally revealed his
mother's address and was discharged in her care. Although
the student planned to continue vvorking with W., soon after
his discharge he was readmitted with a diagnosivs of pulmonary
tuberculosis. This necessitated transfer to a sanatorium and
closing the case.
analysis
Although there was a superficial relationship established
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with the patient, the writer does not feel that the Social
Service treatment was successful. The entire plan of treat-
ment can not be appraised because of the change resulting
from the nev; diagnosis. It is not certain whether a con-
tinued contact v;ould have brought about the desired result of
treatment. The v/orker may have been expecting too much from
Social Service treatment, in view of the patient’s many
difficulties.
Case of F . J
.
; P. was a twenty-six year old man with a
diagnosis of chronic ulcerative colitis. The case v^as referred
to Social Service on the basis of his age and the implica-
j
I;
tions of his diagnosis.
P. was a intelligent married man with no children. He
was the manager of a store and had no financial worries. Mrs.
J. was a very nervous person v/ho constantly babied P. She
was over attentive and visited the patient for long hours at
a time on the ward despite the doctor's advice against this. I
P. did not speak affectionately of his wife. He always
tlireatened to leave her. He told the worker he did this in
a joking way because his wife showed resentment to his teasing.
The medical staff at the hospital thought there vvas a real
emotionally basis for P.'s condition, which his history
|
indicated, became more acute after any upset or trying ex-
perience.
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Action
The student did not make an immediate plan of treatment
but had several interviev/s v/ith P. when he was allowed to
talk freely about v/hat interested him. ohe concluded that
he found marriage a confining and restricting experience
because of his wife's over-solicitous behavior. He joked
about his wife's reprimands because he did not use endearing
terms. The student based her conclusions on the following
points which v/ere brought out in the interviews. Despite
Mrs. J.'s strong objectionsj P. enlisted in the iMavy and was
rejected because of his health, ne expressed a desire to
travel through the country alone. He also said he wanted a
child so that his wife^s attention could be diverted to some-
one other than himself.
Plan of Treatment
1. To meet Mrs. J. and after establishing rapport, to
help her to see that P« needed more freedom to govern his
own life
2. To continue contact 'with P., both 'while he is in
the hospital and after his discharge, allov/ing him to talk
about his feelings, thereby releasing some of his tension
3. To work toward referring P. to the Psychiatric ulinic
at the Massachusetts ^aeneral Hospital
The student had several contacts v/ith ivirs. u. and she
attempted to guide her toward an understanding of t.'s need
for independence . The patient was interviewed frequently
and catharsis was used as a method of treatment, seemingly
this was to a good advantage as the doctors on the service
reported that F. appeared more satisfied and stable and less
inhibited than at the time of admission.
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Because of the good relationship already established, P.
accepted the plan for referral to the psychiatrist . An ap-
pointment was made with Doctor Lindeman, at the ?.'assachusetts
General hospital, because of his special interest in psychos-
omatic illness. After P.'s discharge he kept this appoint-
ment. The student learned from the psychiatrist that after
one interview, P. felt so much better he did not see the need
for further treatment.
Analysis
The writer feels that the student's plan to help P. to
relieve his feelings was successfully carried out. Likewise
the referral to the psychiatrist was successful, however,
it is not certain how much 'was accomplished in the student's
attempt to established a relationship with Tlrs. d . because of
her continued over-protection of f.
This record was discussed in a staff seminar with a
psychiatrist present. He contended that the student in her
intervie'ws v/ith Ii'Irs. J. put the wife on the defensive. He
felt that the wife may have been jealous of the student, but
if the student had caught certain leads in the interviews,
she could have won the wife's confidence, tie also felt that
the wife, because of neurotic tendencies to mother r., may
have been a potential patient herself. It was pointed out
that the student sho'ild have had a definite plan indicating
what feelings she wanted F. to express. The psychiatrist
stated that catharsis should be used to release only specific
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feelings.
Case of u. K» ; C. was a fifty-seven year old man v/ith
the following diagnosis: malignant hypertension, and cere-
bral accident. The case was brought to the attention of
Social Service because C.'s wife and niece wanted help in
arranging post hospital care for C. since he could not be
cared for in the home.
Action
The student interviewed Mrs. K. wlio was very anxious
that "good arrangements" be made for C. She was employed and
able to pay for nursing home care. The student interviewed
u. who was completely willing to go to a nursing home, a
nursing home was secured and the patient was discharged.
/-analysis
As this was a simple case of helping relatives to locate
a nursing home, no statement of plan was given in the record.
No problems were indicated, so the case was closed.
Case of J. M» ; J. was a fifteen year old boy with a
diagnoses of subaracimoid hemorrhage, he was referred to
v'DOcial i>ervice because he needed care in a convalescent home,
for a two-week period, with limited activity.
There were three siblings in -j . ' s family. The father was
an alcholic and was serving a prison term. !.trs. M. was em-
Vin+ ^r»nTr^ nnt. afford to pav for nursing home care.
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Plan of treatment
1* To get financial assistance from another agency
2. To interpret to J.’s mother the doctor’s recommenda-
tions for care after J • leaves the nursing home
Action
J. was seen on the ward and v/as in complete accord with
the plan for nursing home care, since it was for such a short
period, lirs. M. readily saw the advisability of such a plan.
Another agency accepted financial responsibility and was
discharged to a nursing home. The student visited o. in the
nursing home and later in his own home, ^'le vas able to
help the mother by interpreting the doctor’s recommendations
for after care and school attendance. Tv;o more visits made
the student realize that f'lther service was no longer required
Analysis
The student accomplished her goal and offered supportive
treatment as long as she could see the need indicated.
Case of B. F. : B. v/as a thirty year old patient v/ith a
diagnosis of adrenal tumor. She was referred to Social Ser-
vice so that help could be given in arranging for the care
of her tv'o children. B. had threatened to leave the hospi-
tal against the doctor’s advice.
Other agencies’ records revealed that B.’s children were
illigitimate. The older child vi/ho was eleven, w’as on pro-
bation because of her delinquency and truancy from school.
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B.'s grandmother took care of the home but due to her age and
her inability to speak English, she was unable to manage the
children, B. supported the household by vvorking as a waitress
in a low-grade restaurant.
Plan of Treatment
1. To arrange for the care of the children in one of the
following ways:
a. To refer to the House of uood Shepherd
b. To offer a plan for housekeeping services
c. To consider the possibility of placement with
relatives
2, The student felt that if the children were adequate-
ly taken care of it might encourage B. to remain in the hospi-
tal until the doctor discharged her.
Action
The student's plan for placement of the children in the
House of the <aOod iahepherd failed because of a new age limit
which had as its minimum twelve years. When the student sug-
gested the housekeeping plan to b., it was agreed that this
might be a good plan. The Boston Provident Association was
contacted because this agency provides that tj^pe of service.
Hov/ever, before an investigation could be made by that agency
a neighbor reported that there had been a slight fire in B.‘s
home and the heating facilities had to be replaced. This
necessitated an immediate plan for the children, a home visit
was made and an uncle who was present promised to take the
children temporarily. The student continued to work on the
problem of placement. There were no relatives who were able
to take the children for a long period. Several offers were
made to the patient, i^espite a possible solution
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to her problem, she left the hospital against the doctor’s
advice, and promised to return v/hen the hom.e situation v/as
improved •
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As was expected, B. did not return. The student made a
home visit and found the family living in a deplorable condi-
tion. The patient admitted that she had no intentions of re-
turning to the hospital, but was going back to work. Inter-
pretation of the danger involved was to no avail. As it was
nearly summer, camp placement for the older child was sug-
gested. E. did not consent to this plan but offered no reason
for refusal. Because B. voluntarily told the student that
she had had fainting spells, she was encouraged to return to
the clinic. B. promised to do this and also to see the stu-
dent after the clinic appointment. This was not carried
through and several subsequent appointments were broken.
Since E. did not respond to any plan of treatment proposed,
the case was closed. However, the student brought the case
to the attention of the nearest settlement house, as a possible
source of supervision for the older child.
Analysis
In this case, the patient indicated her unwillingness to
cooperate with the student in various ways. She carried
through her threat to leave the hospital against advice. Al-
though num*erous efforts were made to encourage the patient’s
return to clinic, she did not do so. Vfhen it v/as evident
that the patient did not intend to take care of her own
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health problem, the student centered her attention on the
older child. No cooperation was forthcoming. The case was
referred to the nearest settlement house.
The student was unable to understand v/hy cooperation from
the patient was not obtained. It was conjectured that the
lack of cooperation may have been because of one of the
following reasons:
I. The patient’s fear of her v^ay of life becomming
known
II. Satisfaction with the present situation
III. Subsiding of symptoms
IV. Lack of insight
Case of F. J. : F. was a fifteen year old boy v;ith a
diagnosis of acute rheumatic fever. He was referred to Social
Service because of his need for long time bed rest and
limited activity. F. was the youngest of six children. He
understood the nature of his illness and was willing to coop-
erate with the plan for further hospitalization.
Plan of Treatment
1. To interpret to the family the need for further
hospitalization
2. To establish a relationship with F.
Action
F.’s mother had told him of a convalescent home where he
could go after his discharge from the hospital. The mother
lead F. to believe that he could swim and ride horseback in
a short period. V/hen the student learned of this it
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necessitated Interpreting to the mother the implications of
the diagnosis and the doctor’s recommendation for a long con-
valescent period. Emphasis was placed on the need for being
honest with F. and not encouraging him to feel he could en-
gage in activities that were not recommended. After the
student's explanation, the mother was able to see the mis-
take she had made and said she told the patient these things
because '*he had nearly driven her crazy talking about horse-
back riding, swimming, et cetera."
The student visited the ps.tient several times on the
Vi/ard and a good relationship was established. A description
of the hospital v/here F. was going, was given. He asked
numerous questions and the student could give him the factual
information because she had visited the hospital. Later when
he was returned to his home, the student assumed the respon-
sibility of his follow-up care in the medical clinic. The
mother was seen to point out the need for very limited
activity, even though F. felt that he was able to do miore.
After he attended the clinic the case v^'as transferred to
the social worker in the medical clinic.
Analysis
The worker reached her goals and was able to enlighten
the mother as to the damage of raising false hopes in the
patient.
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Case of E . T « ; B, was a seventeen year old girl with a
diagnosis of rheumatoid arthritis. The case v;as referred to
Social bervice, in order to transfer the patient to the Kobert
Breck Brigham Hospital. The patient told the doctor she was
unwilling to go to another hospital, so it was decided to
begin treatment here. The student and the doctor decided on
the following plan of treatment:
1. Since tlie patient refused transfer to another aiospi-
tal, it was planned that to relieve the tediousness of long
hospitalization, it was necessary to see the patient often,
2. To assist the patient in returning to Oklahoma where
she had a twenty month old baby in the care of her husband's
parents
•
3. If the latter was not desired by the patient, the
student planned to help her in finding a job and better living
quarters, after discharge.
Action
As has been stated previously, B. was married and her
husband v/as in the service, xheir child was left in the
care of the husband's parents, while a, followed her husband
to various army camps. The student attempted to establish a
relationship ’with a, but was unable to do so. B. had not
been in this state very long and had been unable to find ade-
quate living quarters. The student offered to help in finding
a place which would be better for b.'s physical condition.
definitely refused to consider returning to Oklahoma. The
student pointed out that the doctor had thought the climate in
Oklahoma would be better for u.'s health. B. did not express
to the worker any plan as to what she would do after her
discharge from the hospital. As her husband was stationed in
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an army camp not far from the hospital, she thought it would
be better to vrnit until he *was transferred to another camp
before she decided what to do. The student continued to see
B. on the v/ard until her discharge, but the patient did not
see the need for making any plans. After discharge, a home
visit was made. As the student could see thft treatment was
not accepted by this patient, the case was closed.
/vnalr'sis
In this case the student's goals of treatment ..ere not
reached. Although, in the beginning, the doctor and the
student could see indications of the kind of iielp needed, the
patie was unable to benefit by ijocial Service ti^eetment.
Gir.se of C. A. ; C. was a thirteen year old girl with a
diagnosis of rheunu tic fever. The case was referred to
Social Sei*vice so that the patient could be transferred to
the House of Ciood oamrritan for convalescent care.
C. was one of four childi-en. The home conditions were
poor and the family was living in a crowded apartment with
inadequate heating facilities.
Flan of Treatment
iiecause of inadequate home conditions, it was
planned to transfer the patient to the House of Good Saraarlt^’n
for the purpose of convalescing
Action
In an interview wit G.*s mother, the student learned
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that the mother was aware of the need for u.*s convalescing
outside of the home* u. was well adjusted for her age and
although she desired to return home, the student was able to
obtain acceptance of the plan by pointing out that there
would be other children in the convalescent home. V/hen
application v/as made for the home where the student planned
to send C., it was learned that there was a long waiting list.
An application was, accepted at the Kobert wreck; i^righam Hospi-
tal, and the transfer v/as made. The latter 'hospital had
adequate i:)rovisions for Social Service, so the case *vas
transferred to that hospital.
Analysis
Because there were no problems in the patient *s or the
family's acceptance of the doctor's recommendation, the plan
was successfully carried out. Even a cliange in plan did not
create any problems.
Case of G. J. : C. was a fourteen year old girl with a
diagnosis of c^ironic pyelonepriritis . The doctor referred the
case to social service because G. refused to accept the
recommended nursing home care.
u. was one of five children, it was revealed t'n-’ough
social agencies' records, that the home conditions were very
poor. There was serious friction between the parents. The
mother and father were both employed and C. and a younger sist|
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received very little supervision. The mother described U. as
headstrong and stubborn and no one in the family had any c on-
trol over her. because of her physical condition, G., who was
a freshnan in high school, had to stay out of school for a
semester, when she did attend she was unruly and did not show
much interest in her studies, uhe had created problems at
school because of her sex knowledge, u. had an older married
sister, not living in the home, with whom C. seemed to have a
good relationship*
Plan of Treatment
1. To attempt to establish a relationship with G.
2* To suggest foster home placement
3. TO give supervision in either home or foster home
Action
A home visit was made and it was decided that u. could
not return to the home because the mother and father v/ere out
of the home most of the day. The parents also admitted their
inability to influence. G. A visit was made to the home of
the married sister. Tne physical conditions of tlie sister’s
home were adequate for convalescence, bhe also expressed a
willingness for C. to live with her temporarily. The doctor
consented to this plan since G. continued to refuse to go to
a nursing home. u. was interviewed on the ward and asked how
she felt about staying vvith her sister, ohe did not want to go
any where but to her own home. The student told her why the
latter would not be a very good plan, emphasizing the fact tliat
G. would recuperate much faster if there were some
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one to take care of her. She reluctantly consented to go to
i
her sister *s house after discharge. The recommended conva-
|
lescent period was four weeks at the minimum. C. stayed at
her sister's house one week and then returned to her home.
She said she "missed her friends" and that it was too quiet at
her sister's. Despite the efforts of the mnther and the stu-
dent, C. would not return. The student then concentrated her
i
efforts on C.'s adjustment in school and recreational ac-
tivities after school hours. She was referred to the Young I
Vi^omen's Christian Association for recreational guidance, but i
broke three appointm.ents with t worker at the "Y". Several
visits were made to the school. It was generally agreed by
the teachers and the principal of the school that C. was a
poor student and made no effort to cooperate in any of her
cla sses
.
C. vjas again admitted to the hospital with the saime diag-
nosis. V/hen she v;as ready for discharge, the mother told the
student she could not manage C. in the home and would like
tem.porary placement. C. acquiesced to this plan, stipulating
her desire for a placement where there were other children her
age. This particular point was emchasized v»?hen the referral '
was made to the Catholic Charitable Bureau.
The student consulted the Judge Baker Guidance Clinic,
asking for possible vw.ys of v;orking constructively with C.
After a summary of the case had been given, the v;orker at the
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clinic felt that little could be done because C. showed a
repeated pattern of breaking appointments and being uncooper-
ative. It was suggested that the student continue in her ef-
forts to interest C. in desirable social activities. The
student also consulted the Assistant Superintendent of Schools
and presented C.*s problem and her difficulties- in school.
I
She wondered if C. could take those subjects conunensurate v;ith
her ability. The superintendent visited the school and the
Principal consented to allow C. to drop some of the more di-
fficult subjects. This was somewhat encourciging to C. and
she promised to apply more effort when she returned to school.
As the student left the department at this time, the record
is not complete. It does not indicate whether C. was placed
in a foster home or not and whether the record is closed or
not.
Analysis i
In this case the student had an opportunity to work with
various comjnunity resources in the guidance of the patient*
It is not possible to evaluate the total plan of treatment
because the record is incomplete. The writer r^ncludes that
the student*s plan for supervision in the home was carried
out. The effort to solicit help from the school department
was helpful in that the patient promised to apply more effort
when she returned to school. However, the record fails to
show Vi/hether there vvas a follow-up. The referral to the
Young Womens Ciiristian Association for recreational guidance
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was not accepted by patient*
Case of P. R* ; P. vms a fifteen year old girl with a
!
I
diagnosis of acute rheumatic fever and rheumatic heart disease.
The case was referred to Social Service for transfer to the
House of Good Samaritan for convalescent care. F. had five
sisters and brothers. The family’s economic standing v/as
very lov/* Previous to her admission to this hospital, P. was
in the Children’s Mission Nursing Home. She wanted to remain
there but her diagnosis required further hospitalization. The
mother was an ineffectual person, who wanted P. to go where
she V/ ould be happy despite the doctor’s recommendation.
Plan of Treatment
Tl To work with patient and family in helping them to
accept the doctor’s recommendation
Action
After an interviev; with P. in which she still expressed
a desire to return to the nursing home, the student consulted
the doctor. Because P.’s prognosis v;as poor and she v/as
strongly opposed to going to another hospital, the doctor
approved returning P. to the nursing hom.e. Special provi~
sions were made for medical care. Upon the completion of dis-
charge plans, the student learned that since P. was not am-
bulatory, she would not be accepted because of new fire regu-
lations. The student had to help P. over the period of disa-
ppointment over changed plans. The student saw her at
oe
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frequent intervals. Transfer to another hospital was not
considered with P. until a good relationship was established.
Because of supportive treatment, P. finally was convinced and
reconciled herself to the need for further hospitalization.
As the patient became more responsive, the mother was better
able to accept the plan. P. v/as discharged and the case was
1
transferred to the House of The Good Samaritan. A few months
later, the student learned that P. died.
Analysis
Here, the student had to work with the problem of a young
person's adjustment to a long period of illness, change in
anticipated nursing home plans, and finally transferral to
another hospital. During this period, supportive treatment
was necessary. The proposed goal of treatment v/as accomplishec
This case also pointed that even the doctor's recommendation
can be changed when the situation v/arrants it.
Case of k. H. t F. was a forty-eight year old man with a
diagnosis of puLmonary tuberculosis with pleurisy and effusion.
He v/as transferred to social Service for sanatorium care.
F. was a single man v/hose entire family consisted of two
married sisters. Because of settlement laws it was not
possible for F. to go to a sanatorium near the city. He could
not understand this and the student had a difficult time in
clarifying this point.
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Plan of Treatment
!• To help the patient to adjust to the need for
sanatorium care
Action
F. understood that he needed to go to a sanatorium but
he did not understand v/hat his diagnosis was* In an inter-
view on the 'Ward, he approached the worker directly as to what
his diagnosis was. She suggested that he discuss it with the
doctor who v/as better able to explain it to him. The student
contacted the two sisters and explained to them why F. could
not go to the sanatorium of his c hoice. They v;ere helpful in
interpreting this to F. It was necessary to ask assistance
from t he Hed Cross and another agency in order to secure the
clothing required at the sanatorium.
As there was almost a month's waiting period before the
sanatorium transfer, the student saw F. weekly on the ward.
The purpose of this was to relieve s ome of the anxiety which
is often associated with tuberculosis. F. was a world war I
veteran and he enjoyed relating to the student his escapades
as a sailor. This helped to relieve his feelings about his
illness and he looked forward to the visits from tlie student.
When F. was discharged to the sanatorium, the case v;as trans-
ferred to the Social Service there.
Analysis
The student was able to accomplish her goal. She was
able to help the patient over an anxious v;aiting period. She
was skillful in referring the patient to the doctor for a
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clarification of his diagnosis
Case of A« C» ; A. was a t«venty-five year old v/oraan v/ith
a diagnosis of malignant hypertension, ohe was referred to
Social iiervice because she needed help in making plans for
her step-children. There v/ere five children, ranging in age
from five to eleven, coth she and her 'lusband had a strong
attacliment for the children. The husband was employed as a
taxicab driver and could afford to pay something toward the
care of the children. As the patient needed coi'iplete bed
rest after her di :.oharge, it was decided to c misider place-
ment as the plan of treatnent.
Action
Because of the number of children it was impossible to
find a temporary placement where they could be together. The
husband did not want the children separated. The Home for
Destitute Catholic Children c ould accommodate all of the
children. A.^s husband opposed this plan because he was not
allowed to pay for their care. He thought of it as charity.
The student explained how the home v/as supported and why
money could not be accepted. The student and worked to-
gether in getting ?.'lr. C. to see that the plaii was only tem-
porary and the best v/ay to keep the children together, as he
desired, ue was still reluctant even after a. was returned
to the home. A home visit was made and the student found
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that A. needed an operation in another hospital. There was
the problem of immediate placement and the husband realized
the necessity for placement in the home where they could be
;
together* * The arrangements were made and the children v/ere
left in the care of the home* A. went to the Massachusetts
j
General Hospital for an operation and the case was transferred
to that hospital’s department of bocial Service*
Analysis
The problem of placement was handled after the father was
forced to a ccept the plan. Other resources were unable to meqft
with tile father's desire to keep the children together. The
student had to explain the function of the Catholic Home to
help the husband to understand why it did not accept money
for the care of the children*
Case of J. J* ; iV. was a forty-six year old vi/oman with
a diagnosis of clironic drug addiction. The case was referred
to Social Service for social investigation* The nerve con-
sultation at the hospital described patient as "probably
constitutional psychopathic inferior*" The doctors believed
|
that only institutional care could help W. Previous to tlie
hospital admission she had been in a sanatorium* She was
|
estranged from all of her family except an uncle with whom
she made her home. The medical report revealed that previous!
*
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to an automobile accident two years ago W. was a "moderate
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chronic alcoholic" • Since that time she had been a drug
addict, nixamination at the hospital proved that W. had a
positive Hinton.
There is no plan of treatment stated
Action
After V/. *s discharge from the Hospital a home visit v;as
made. The student was forced to remain on the door step
because W. said her apartment v/as too disorderly to allow
anyone in. W. was told that she should come to the clinic
for a check-up. The student offered the names of two homes
where W. could go for treatment of her drug habit. The latter
plan was openly rejected by w. but she promised the student
that she would go to the clinic, it was agreed that would
see the student after the clinic visit. The student learned
from the clinic worker after several notices
,
that W. came
to the hospital. The student sent a message to vv. asking her
to come to the office but received no reply. Ths case was
left open for two months and then closed after no response
was received from V/.
Analysis
The writer can not see that very much was accomplished
in this case. There -was definite rejection from the patient.
Case of M. M. ; M. was a seventy-seven year old woman
vvith a diagnosis of hypertensive heart disease. She was
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referred to Social Service so that arrangements coaid be made
I
for chronic care. M. had one son who was also in poor health
and was employed by the vvorker's Project --administration.
/>.ction
M. wanted to return home instead of going to a nursing
home. She was an Old Age Assistance recipient but was not
receiving an amount sufficient to finance her stay in the
nursing home. The student contacted the agency giving the
assistance, requesting an increased amount on the basis of A.'^i
medical needs. She 'was informed that this increase could not
be granted until there was a statement as to the s on^s in-
come. An appointment was made to see the son. He failed to
contact the v/orker at the appointed time. The supervisor at
the son's place of employment was interviewed. She reported
that because of the son's poor health, he was making a 'very
small wage. Before further plans could be made died.
Analysis
I
There v/as no statement of plan in this case; however,
the student v/as working toward securing clironic care for the
patient as recommended by the doctor.
Case of F. H. t F. was a thirteen year old girl with a
diagnosis of chronic bronchial asthma with acute exacerbation.
The case was referred to Social Service because F. told the
doctor she did not v;ish to return home. Her father was
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unemployable because he had an arrested case of tuberculosis
o
The mother had a carcinoma. There v/ere six other siblings and
the oldest daughter was a cripple. The patient was discharged
before a ward visit could be made.
Plan of Treatment
1. To make a home visit
2. To make arrangements for F. to attend another
allergy clinic because the one in this hospital was not meet-
ing her needs.
3. To assist F. in her school adjustment
Action
F. v/as in the fifth grade in school but had not attended
for several months. The v/orker learned from the school
visit that F. was an average pupil, who was docile and quiet
in classes. The student saw F. in the home and decided that
the mother v^as having a difficult time in managing on a
small income. Foster home placement was suggested for F. but
the mother did not want her to leave the home. The plan to
refer F. to another clinic was accepted and an appointment
was made. The mother failed to inform the student of the re-
sults of the allergy test as she had promised. As the family
did not indicate the need for further help, the case was
closed.
Analysis
Although the ultimate goal of treatment was reached, the
writer feels that the student could have helped the patient
in her fears about her mother illness.
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Case of L. P,: L. was a sixty year old v/oman with a
diagnosis of chronic bronchitis. 'Dhe also had a fracture of
the left hip with impaction. The case v/as referred to social
Service because of the need for one month of bed care and
graded convalescence. L. had one son and daughter who were
married and they could not get along with L. in their homes.
Because of the fracture, L. had the fear that she would not
walk again. She shov/ed a tendency tovvard dependence and had
neurotic feelings about remaining in a hospital. The doctors
could find no evidence of the broken hip of which L. complained
They felt that a chronic hospital was not necessary and that
L. could return to light ho 'isekeeping after tlie convalescent
period. L. did not need pile's iotherapy, although she and the
family felt that she did. Despite the doctor's recommendations
they wanted further 'lospitalization after discharge.
Action
The student interpreted the required treatment to the
family and also to L. Continued reassurance v;as given to L.
because of her fear of being handicapped for life. The hos-
pital that the family wanted the patient to be transferred to,
would not accept her without the approval of her doctor on
the 'Ward. aS the doctor did not see the necessity for that
type of care, he did not consent. When the family heard of
this they sliowed resentment toward the doctor, the hospital,
and the student. She attempted to explain to the family why
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the doctor coaid not approve a plan of treatment that was not
required, i3he also pointed out that further hospitalization
39
would increase L.*s dependency. The family vi/as finally c on-
vinced that L. needed nursing home care and the patient was
discharged, isefore her discharge, the student saw her several
times and allowed her to give vent to her feelings about her
illness, oupportive treatment v/as given. Later, L. was
readmitted and another nursing home was found. The family
continued to insist on physiotherapy. i7ith the doctor's per-
mission, provisions were made for this in the Out Patient
Departm.ent of the hospital. Ked Cross transportation was
arranged to bring L. into the hospital clinic. i5efore the
time for the clinic appointment the student learned from L.’s
daughter that L. was in her home, as a nev/ nursing home had
found her to be too much care, rurther efforts on the part
of the student to vDlace L. were unsuccessful. The daughter
moved and all contact was lost. The family made no effort
to notify the student; thus the case v;as closed.
Analysis
There was no plan of treatment indicated in the record.
Despite the efforts of the student, this case indicated
the patient's strong tendency to lean on her illness and to
enjoy hospitalization. Neither patient nor the family were
cooperative with the doctor or the student. The family may
have had some guilt feelings in not accepting their mother in
Thus patient's desire for further hospitalizationtheir homes
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Case of M. R«; M* was a fourteen year old girl with a
diagnosis of rheumatic fever. The case was referred to Social
Service for transfer to the House of the Good Samaritan.
M.'s mother and six s ibling’s composed the rest of the family.
Plan of Treatment
1. To investigate the home
2* To refer to the House of the Good Samaritan
Action
The student visited the iiome and talked with the mother
about M.'s need for further treatment. The mother was f ound
to be cooperative and had insight into M.'s illness. M.
v/anted to return hornie but the student pointed out that c on-
valescence v/ould be for a m.uch shorter period if she had com.-
plete bed rest as the doctor had suggested. After discharge
plans were completed, the v/orker learned from the doctor that
there had been a change in M.'s diagnosis and she could be
discharged to her home. M. was over-joyed v^ith this news.
Later the student visited M. at home and found that she was
progressing vjell and following the medical recommendations.
The worker contacted the Dispensary, requesting a frequent
check on M. The student was satisfied with the home situation
and M.'s progress, so the case was closed.
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Analysis
In this case it is significant to note that the student's
plan of treatment had to be changed when the diagnosis was
changed. This shows the need for the student to keep in con-
tinued touch with the doctor in case of a change in diagnosis.
Case of K. M. ; K. was a twenty-two yeeir old girl with
a diagnosis of clironic ulcerative colitis, corrosive sublimate
jl
'|
ingestion; tlirombophlebitis in both legs. The case was re-
ferred to social oervice because of the possible problems in
i
a diagnosis of colitis. K. was the youngest of four children.
The mother was dead and the patient and her sisters felt the
father had indirectly killed her with overwork.
Flan of Treatment
1. The student planned to use supportive treatment
during the required long stay in the hospital
Action
I
During the two month period when the patient was in the
hospital, the student sa'w her once a v/eek. Her progress v/as
slow but she became well ad^justed to the hospital auid made
several friends on the v/ard. v*/ith some interpretation from
the worker, she was able to understand the recommendations
made for her care after leaving the hospital. She discussed
her feelings about her father who was a "typical foreigner".
In discussing v/ith K. her plan after discharge, it was decided
that it would be better for K. to go to the home of her
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married sister rather than to the home of her father. This
was better in view of her hostility toward her father, any
emotional upset v/ou.ld aggravate the colitis.
Later the student visited k. in her sister ‘s home, and
found that she seemed to be h.appy and vyas follovying the doc-
tor's orders. The case was closed because K. was making pro-
gress. bhe appeared to be happily adjusted in a protective
environment 'where there were few demands and no emotional
strain.
Analys is
Because of the patient's adjustment in the hospital and
later in her sister's home, the supportive treatment plan
was successful.
Case of K .U.; K. was a thirteen year old boy wi'bh a
diagnosis of clironic ulcern'tive colitis. The case was re-
fe'x’red to Social Service for social investigation. K. had one
V'^un~e'r brother. His mother had beeo. over orotective and over
indulgent. The father was very strict, oecause of the nature
of the illness it was felt that there might have been a
connection betv;een his colitis and his emotional life. In an
interview with the mother the student 'was aware that the Piother
could not see anything that should cause K. 'vorry. k., was in
the eighth grade in school, vfnile he was on the ward, a visi-
ting teacher helped him with his lessons. The doctor felt that
K. needed to be under strict supervision. In view of this, the
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student talked with the mother about temporary placement for
K. The mother and K. agreed to this but after one week in a
boarding home, K. was readmitted to the hospital with serious
symptoms
•
Plan of Treatment
!• To refer the patient for psychiatlc treatment
2* TO continue services of a home teacher until K.
could return to school
3. To make a home visit to see the father and evaluate
his place in S.*s life
4* To continue work with the mother to help her to:
a. Adopt a more consturctive attitude toward K
b. Guide her in following K.’s dietary needs
Action
In several interviews with K. the student thought that he
had a friendly manner toward her but did not reveal any of
his deeper thoughts* xhe attachment to his mother seemed un-
usually strong. K* and his mother consented to the psychiatric
referral. The student accompanied K. to the first appointment.
After one interview the psychiatrist stated that he could do
nothing for K. at that point. He felt that when the boy had
returned to his home situation and met new conflicts, his
guidance might be needed, .-after K. was discharged a home
visit was made and the mother was given instructions regarding
K.'s dietary needs.
At this point in the contact the case was transferred to
a medical student* special arrangements had been made 'with
The Harvard Ledical school for students to work in this de-
partment tv7o days a week for a short period, it was felt that
this case could be transferred for the following reasons:
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1. The psychiatrist had not assumed any responsibility,
so Social Service could make its own plans.
2. The relationship already established was not very
deep.
3. /idvantages of K. having close contact v^ith a man
rather than a woman.
4. «.t this point in the contact neither nor the
mother were in an anxious or distraught state.
The medical student, after several home and school
visits decided that no true rapport was established
-,'ith K..
he was polite and affable but the relationship vvas on a
superficial level. K. had returned to school and was aaking
apparent progress. The Harvard studeiit thought the mother
assumed the blaine for the possibilitjr of K.'s emotional up-set
The Social service student thought that continued work on the
case would be destructive rather than supportive, as visits
to the home seemed to agitate the mother. They were probably
constant reminders that she was being reproached and this may
make her even more over-protective of K. the doctor was con-
sulted and he did not feel that Social Service could guide
K. any further. The case was closed.
Analysis
The student’s goal to understand K.’s mother better was
not reached. JNo. progress v;as made in the attempt to obtain
a good working basis with K. or his mother, though both were
very friendly. The student carried out her plan to interpret
K.’s dietary needs to the mother. Also the patient was re-
ferred to the psychiatrist as had been planned
t
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Case of jj. tf» ; B. v;as a fifty-nine year old v/oraan with
a diagnosis of hypertrophic arthritis, and arteriosclerotic
heart disease. B. required the use of crutches in order to
walk. The case was referred to Social Service for chronic
care. s. who v;as a single ;voman, was a housekeeper at a
local hotel for several years, until an automobile accident
caused her crippled condition. The other agency records
stated that B.*s standard of living was too high for her in-
come. When the insurance she received from the accident,
dwindled down, a. became a Public Welfare recipient. B. had
difficulty in making an adjustment to the smaller income.
Plan of 'iTeatment (as stated by the first worker)
1. Parsing home care or tranisfer to Long Island hospi-
tal
2. when the patient was a-dmitted to the hospital and
the case was handled by the student, the original plans were
adopted because there had been no change in diagnosis.
Action
Because of the patient's limited amoiunt of money the
student suggested Long Island Hospital. This vjas accepted by
the patient because her friend was a patient there. Before
discharge, B. refused to leave unless she could return to
her nursing home and pack her things. The student's offer to
take care of the patient's packing did not satisfy her. It
was necessary to ask the doctor to explain v;hy it was not-
advisable for 3. to return to her room, before goLig to the
otlier hospital, .apparently the doctor's firmness helped a,
to see the harm in this. Bhe was transferred to the other
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hospital with the student’s promise to take care of her persona
things. The case was transferred to Social Service at the
Long Island Hospital.
Analysis
The plan of treatment v/as f ollowed. The student f ound
it necessary to solicit help from the doctor in dissuading B.
not to return to pack her clothes. The authoritative approach
of the doctor was apparently quite successful.
Case of D . A»; D, was a thirty year old patient with
a diagnosis of multiple sclerosis with bladder dysfunction.
The case was referred to Social ;oervice for clironic care.
D. had four brothers, all of w’^om are married. The patient
wanted to return home after discharge, but realized her mother
could not care for her. The mother had been employed since
the death of her husband some years ago.
Action
An application had been filed by the patient’s family
for admission to the Holy Ghost "ospital. D. and tlie family
were encouraged that there w ould be a vacancy there soon.
However the student learned that there w ould be a very long
i|
waiting period. The mother and D. disapproved of the plan for
transfer to the Long Island -ospital. After three months n
i!
waiting period both the patient and the family were convinced
that the Long Island hospital would be advisable. This was
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considered as a temporary plan pending admission to the other
hospital, uue to supportive treatment from the worker D. 's
attitude toward her illness improved. V/l:ile she v;as waiting
for transfer to the other hospital, occupational therapy v/as
arranged on the ward, frequent interviews v;ith D. when she
had an opportunity to discuss her friends, family and interests
helped the patient to orient herself to the long terra features
of her illness,
when the patient was transferred, tlie student contacted
the social 'worker at Long Island Hospital asking her to help
the patient in her readjustment.
Later the student again contacted the v/orker at the other
hospital and learned that the patient .'/as very happy and no
longer desired to he transferred to the hospital originally
considered.
The case was transferred to JDOcial ^service at Long Island
Hospital,
Analysis
The student tlirough supportive treatment was able to help
this patient adjust to a long term convalescent period.
As the reader may observe, there is no statement of plan
in this case. Hov;ever, the 'writer feels, due to the accom-
plishment in the case, that some goal of treatment must have
been considered and successfully carried tciro'ugh.
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Case of E. was a thirteen year old girl with a
diagnosis of c 'ironic gloaierula nepliritis and ^nild bronchial
astluna* The case was referred to ^>ocial i^ervice for investi-
gation of t’ne home situation. E. needed supervision of her
diet and activities after disc’iarge.
E* .vas one of seve.i siblings. The fat’aer was dead* The
family was Portuguese so the mother had language difficulty.
Plan of Treatment
1* To visit the home to learn if patient can get ade-
quate care in the home
2. To contact the patient often to learn her feeling's
about foster home placement
3* Ultimate goal is to place E. in a foster home
Action
Although there were several siblings in the home and
physical conditions were not adequate for E.*s convalescent
period the miother refused to consent to foster home placement.
Among reasons given were that the child would not be returned
to her ovm home later and that the neighbors v/ould feel she
was trying to get rid of her children. Despite the student *s
attempt to dispel these ideas the mother continued to refuse.
The student advised the miother to talk to the doctor.
The m.other Vi/ith the help of the doctor \ms finally con-
vinced of the need for placement. Two m.onths later when E. w’as
returned to the home the student attempted to guici the famiily
and especially E. w'ho needed group stimulation. Several sug-
gestions were offered but E. made no attempt to follow tlirough.
The mother did not cooperate with them, saying that E. would
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probably not be happy with the group because she would not
know anyone.
The case was closed because the family shov;ed little
evidence of working with the student.
Analysis
49
Although the student reached the goal of placing Ji. in
the foster home, other attempts to work with the family were
unsuccessful, inability to establish a relationship may be
due to several reasons. The mother or E. failed to see the
need for the worker's interest beyond the routine medical
check-up. An old s.P.C.u. record on the family revealed that
there had been a male boarder in the household. The mother
had deserted the, children and gone av/ay with him. The mother
may have shoV/n hostility toward all social workers because
of her past delinquencies.
The student had an opportunity to 'work with the mother's
fear of losing E. permanently. Also the student had to handle
resistance to the proposed plan. It was necessary to solicit
the help of the doctor in interpreting S.*s need for convales-
cent care.
Case of B. M» r B. was a twenty-five year old woman who
was referred to Social Service because she was terrified of
her iiusband’s assignment to a submarine. Her diagnoses were:
rheumatic heart disease, with mitral stenosis, secondary
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anemia, and cerebral embolism* At the time of referral B. had
had four hospital admissions*
Plan of Treatment
1* To establish a relationship with B*
2* Since the patient v;as already at home, the student
planned to advise m.edical follow-up
Action
B* had a three year old child* V/hen B* told her husband
of her interest in another man, he immediately joined the Navy.
Shortly after the case was referred, B.’s husband was moved to
a new camp and v/as able to go homie frequently. The student
ma.de several home visits and B* was told that she should re-
port to the Out Patient Department in the hospital* Several
' appointments were made but B* did not keep any of them, de-
spite her various complaints of "aches and pains." Each time
she would promise to come in but never appeared at the appoint-
ed time* No g-round was gained in trying to establish a re-
lationship. It was evident that she did not want to keep her
promise* The student felt that B. wanted to keep her symptoms.
Tem.porarily she was happy v;ith her husband. Extrem.e gnilt may
have lead her to hold herself responsible for her husband’s
assignment* The case was closed v^hen the student was unable
to see any response to her efforts to get B. into the clinic.
Analys is
The student’s plan for medical follovi/-up was unsuccess-
ful. Tnis may have been due to the patient’s desire to cling
to her illness. Although she comiplained to the worker about
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how badly she felt, she made no effort to do anythii:ig about
it. There is no evidence that the student was able to estab-
lish a relationship v/ith B.
Case of L. D . ; L. v;as a tv/enty-one year old man with the
following diagnoses: idiopathic epilepsy, and marie struempel
artliritis. A neighbor referred L. stating that he had been
discharged from the hospital the previous day, and had had
an epileptic seizure when he returned home. She said the
affairs in the home were in a desperate state. L. had one
older sister. The father, v;ho was hospitalized for rheumatoid
arthritis for six years, had died while L. was in the hospi-
tal. The mother vi/as described as a very flighty person v;ho
attempted to supervise L.*s every mnve. L. v;as annoyed by her
over-protection. L. was very cooperative and had good insight
into his illness. He had com.pleted high school despite the
fact that his epileptic seizures began at the age of fourteen.
Plan of Treatment
1. To transfer L. to a hospital for epilepsy or a
chronic hospital for the arthritis
Action
The student v/as informed that there was a long waiting
list for the epileptic hospital. The m.other said she could
not care for L. in the home because of his seizures. The doc-
tor v/as consulted and he recommended that L. be transferred to
the Robert Ereck Brigham Hospital for treatment of his arthrntij
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This plan was discussed with L. who shovi/ed eag’erness to accept
any plan which meant improvement in his condition. The m^other
cooperated with the plan although she had little understanding
of the illness. L. was frequently seen before he left the
v/ard. He spent most of his time talking about what he v/as
going to do after his recovery and expressing strong resentmentJ
against his mother. The case v;as transferred to the Robert
Breck Brigham Hospital when L. vms admitted there.
Analysis
Both of the diagnoses in this case required treatment in
another hospital. Because the first hospital v/here an appli-
cation had been made could not accept the patient, the student
had to redirect her plans to meet the situation. The patient’s
cheerful attitude made it easy to establish rapport with him.
Case of S. D. ; This fourteen year old girl was referred
to Social Service for Social Service guidance and follow-up.
The diagnoses were: bell’s palsy, hysteria and trichinosis.
Plan of Treatment
1. To help patient in her school adjustment
Action
Because of the large family, the mother wanted S. to have
a home perruit. S. had fear of certain teachers. Her illness
iiad caused her to miss, several school days. The student
visited the school and learned that S. was an average student.
Her main difficulty was her frequent absences. The teacher
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and principal were given an interpretation of the medical diag
nosis. Later a home visit was made and it was found that the
mother needed encouragem.ent to allow S. to return to school*
The student conferred with the pastor of the church that S.
attended. He v;as informative about the fam.ily but he did not
know S. very well. S. was seen often and the student took her
out to luncii. The relationship v;as free and easy. 3. talked
about the fears of certain school teachers and the student
felt that S. wanted to return to school. Thus she was gradu-
ally stimiUlated to see the advantages and finally attended
school more regularly. The case v;as closed v;hen it was
apparent that S. was m.aking a very satisfactory adjustment.
Analysis
It was evident that this patient responded to social case
work. The student arrived at her goal. A good working basis
gave the student an opportunity to allow 3. to discuss her
fears in relation to the school. This was sufficiently help-
ful to encourage L. to take a new interest in school.
Case of T. E. g T. was an eighty-one year old man with
a diagnosis of malnutrition. The case was referred to Social
Service for nursing home care. T. had tv/o children but they
were unable to pay for nursing home care. T. was vi/illing
to apply for Old Age Assistance.
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Flan of Treatment
1. TO get T. on Old /.ge Assistance so that nursing home
c-'ire could be arranged ""
Action
The application was made to Old Age Assistance and it was
learned that there would be a long v;aiting period before aid
would be granted, t. had no medical problems so vjas ready for
discharge immediately. The student interviewed the son and
asked him to assume finane it.l responsibility for nursing home
care until assistance became active. The son consented to
this plan and he and the student accoriroanied T. to the home.
As there was no further need for medical follow-up, the case
was transferred to Old Age Assistance.
Analysis
This was a very simple problem in which the student was
able to make adequate arrangements for nursing care.
Case of u. F .; G. was a sixteen year old girl with a
diagnosis of subaraclinoid hemorrhage. The case v;as referred
to iDOcial service for social supervision. Ci. vvas a senior in
high school and the doctor thought she could finish school.
She would also be able to perform a sedentary job after gradua
tion. iDhe was one of seven children, xhe mother and father
were intelligent aiid able to understand ii.‘s illness. The
patient was discharged home before the student could see her.
Flan of Treatment
1. To interpret to the school the need for a medical
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follow-up.
Action
The student visited the school and was informed tiiat G.
was an average student. The teachers could not see why G.
could not graduate Vi/ith her class. One of the teachers inter-
preted the need for G. to rest at intervals and use the eleva-
tor. The vocational guidance teacher at the school promised
to consider a sedentary'- job for G. after graduation. V/hen G.
learned that she could graduate with her class her return to
school was anticipated with expressed joy.
Analysis
The student accomplished her goal and also, through the
interpretation to the school, helped the patient in making a
return to classes.
Case of S. R. r S. was a sixty-five year old woman with
a diagnosis of hypertensive heart disease and essential hyper-
tension. The case was referred to Social Service for nursing
home care. S. was described b^^ her landlady as a difficult
person to get along v/ith. Her husband, v/ho was dead, had
”babied" her. She never thought of anybody but herself.
Previous to her admission, S. had been in two nursing homes
and was reported to be too difficult to manage. She exhibited
some mental confusion in recalling' events of the past and con-
siderable dependency on the student before and after discharge.
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Plan of Treatment
1. To arrange for nursing home care
Action
The student recommended to the doctor that S. should be
seen by the nerve service in the hospital. This was done and
it v^as decided that she was not committable. During the vi?ard
visits S. constantly criticized the hospital and also the
nursing homes where she had been. The student accepted the
resentment but she firmly pointed out the necessity for S. to
consider nursing home care on a permanent basis. She pointed
out the realistic factors involved in making nursing home plans.
S. told the student tiiat she would do whatever was considered
best for her. Here an attempt v/as made for S. to understand
that she should participate in the plan since she was the
person most concerned. Finally she prom.ised to stay in the
nursing home chosen for her. She v/as discharged and the case
v;as transferred to Old Age Assistance as she was being aided
by that agency.
Analysis
This patient showed a tendency toward dependency. She
was willing for the student to make the plan for her v>/ithout
any participation on her part. The student tried to bring
the patient to see that since she was the person most affected
by any plan made for her, she should want to help in the
miaking of it.
Case of H. C.t H. was a forty-three year old wom.an with
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a diagnosis of carcinoma of the caecum with metastases. She
was referred to Social Service for terminal care*
Action
H. was a widow with six children, ranging from seven to
seventeen years. The first worker on the case had considered
a plan for nursing home cere until terminal care v;ould be
needed. Also the v^orker planned to prepare R. for the pro-
gressive nature of her illness. kVhen the student made a home
visit, she found that the children*s behavior made it impossi-
ble for them to be left in the home. Thus placement of the
children had to be considered as part of the plan when the
case was taken by the student. »The other goals of treatment
wex*e adopted. H. was described as a dull normal. She was not
willing to accept nursing home care for a long period, despite
the fact that a housekeeper had been placed in the home. She
v;ould not accept this as adequate and v>/as constantly moving in
and out of nursing hom.es, back to her own home. She was com-
pletely unaware of her diagnosis and was unwilling to accept
the need for care outside her ovm homie . 7iThen her illness pro-
gressed considerably, she was unable to man- ge the children and
placement had to be made. Even v/hen the hom.e v/as broken, H.
felt she could reorganize it. Soon after the children were
placed H. was again sent to a nursing home where she died
shortly afterward.
Analysis
From the beginning of the case work relationship the
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patient was outwardly cooperative in manner. Indirectly she
tried to follow her own plans, against or in spite of advice
from the doctor or student. Even v;hen the children were
placed she still had hopes of returning to her former role in
the hom.e. The attempt to prepare her for the progressive na-
ture of the illness met vdth little success. This may have
been due to her lack of insight into her prognosis. Three
nursing homes were used in the last three months of the pa-
tient’s life.
Case of A. K. ; A. was a fourteen year old girl with a
diagnosis of acute rheumatic fever. The case was referred to
Social Service by the Visiting Nurse Association, for consi-
deration of transfer to another hospital because the home con
ditions were so poor. A.’s father and m.other v/ere separated.
The mother, who was a cripple, was employed. There was an
older divorced sister living in the home. Visiting Nurse
Association reported that A. was often absent from school and
not v;ell supervised in the home.
Flan of Treatment
1. To prepare A. for transfer to another hospital
Action
The student learned through contact with A. on the ward
that she understood her diagnosis and v;as willing to go to
another hospital. The m.other was interviewed at her place of
employment. Realizing the home conditions, the mother also
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wanted A. transferred to another hospital. An application
for the House of the Good Samaritan was accepted. The student
visited A. while she was in the convalescent home and later
when she returned to her own home. The home conditions were
still too poor for A.’s physical condition. Temporary foster
placement was suggested and accepted by A. and her mother.
The case was transferred to the Children*s Mission, Before
placement v^as made, the Visiting Nurse A*ssociation v/as asked
to visit A. in the home. The case was left in the care of
that agency.
Analysis
This case shows the necessity for follow-up even after
convalescent plans have been made. There was a necessity to
continue contact so that a new plan could be made v/hen A. was
returned to the home.
Case of J.M. ; J. was an eighteen year old girl with a
diagnosis of acute rheumatic fever with rheumatic carditis.
She was referred to Social Service for one months convalescent
care.
Action
J. was one of eight children. The family could not afforc
to pay for nursing home care, so the student planned to secure
an agency to finajnce the nursing home care. As the family v/as
previously knov/n to the Family'- Society, that agency was asked
to aid. The medical care for J. was financed by a special
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fund in the hospital. The Family Society arranged also for
vocational guidance for J. while she v/as in the nursing home
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The case left in this agency's care.
Analysis
The student had the experience of m.aking use of an agenc,
who v/as already familiar with the family situation. The stu-
dent accomplished her goals.
Case of G. J. ; J. was a small undernourished fifteen
year old boy with the following diagnoses: severe malnu-
trion, rheumatic heart disease with mitral stenosis. J. was
one of ten children. The doctor thought the family needed
some interpretation of J.'s dietary requirements.
Plan of Treetment
1. To investigate the home situation
2. To advise and interpret medical needs
3. To arrange for financial supplementation if
indicated
Action
An agency was requested to provide the family with milk
since the father's incom.e was not adequate. The Board of
Health was asked to check J.'s weight regularly. A home
visit revealed that the environment was very poor. Foster
home placement was accepted by the family. Application v/as
made to the Children's Mission and a foster home was found.
Since this agency assumed responsibility for J., the case was
closed
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Analysis
The student in this case had to utilize several c omniunity
resources in carrying* out the plans for J. When it was f ound
that the mother could not take care of J. in the home, place-
ment was considered. As is often the case, the student had to
revise the plans on the basis of her social investigation.
Case of S. S. : S, was a thirty-seven year old woman v;ho
v;as admitted to the hospital with a diagnosis of bronchial
asthma. The case was referred for convalescent care arrange-
mients. Although this case v;as previously handled by a staff
worker, there was no statement of plan given. The doctor on
the case felt that S. received satisfaction and a sense of
security from her illness. S.*s husband had been unfaithful
and deserted her tiiree years ago. This factor and the poss-
ibility of the son in the service, being transferred overseas,
contributed to S.'s em.otional disturbance. There was a very
strong attachment to the husband regardless of his unfaithful-
ness. There v/as also a financial strain because of the many
bills S. had accumulated and Mms unable to pay.
action
The student decided that due to the emotional disturbances
S. would need supportive trea.tm.ent. After establishing a re-
lationship, the student discussed with the patient the rela-
tion of her illness to worry and em.otional strain. The pro-
cedure for a medical discharge from the service v;as related to
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patient because of her desire that her son be discharged*
V/hen it was learned that this could not be secured, the stu-
dent worked with the mother *s fear of having the son sent over-
seas. At the suggestion of the doctor, arrangements v/ere made
for 3. to have an allergy test. A continued relationship with
the patient indicated her desire to depend more and more on I
the student for support. Later when the case was closed and
the son had returned, the mother transferred her dependency to
the son.
Analysis
Investigation and interviev;s with this patient, shovi^ed
her to be an immature person, still unadjusted to her hus-
band's desertion. After several months contact, as good a re-
lationship as possible was established, yet the p atient still
did not face reality and continued to lean on the student.
The plan proposed was successfully carried out within the
limits of the patient's ability to respond. The case v;as
closed when it v\/as seen that patient's dependency was in-
creasing.
Case of A. E. t A. was a sixty-seven year old man v/ith
a diag;nosis of hypertensive heart disease, decompensated.
This case vms referred for ciironic care.
Action
A. had several daughters v;ho were undecided about
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sending him to a nursing home. They c ould take care of A, in
the home but believed in the doctor *s advice that he v/ould
prove too much care. It was finally decided to send him to a
nursing home but A. remained there for only two da^^s and he
was readm.itted to the hospital. He refused to accept any
other plan so v/as discharged home. He was readmitted for the
third time v;hen the family found that he v;as too much care.
Long Island Hospital was suggested this time. The family
approved the plan. Almost at the time of discharge to that
hospital, the family decided that A. would be '’better off” at
home. At the request of one of the daughters, district medi-
cal service was provided. As the medical problem v/as taken
care of, the case v/as closed.
Analysis
Despite endless effort on the part of the student, the
patient or the family did not accept the plan for chronic care
There was no plan of treatoient stated and little was accomp-
lished due to the lack of cooperation on the part of the pa-
tient and the family. The constant change in plans made may
have been based on the faniily’s ambivalent feelings about
caring for the patient.
Case of I. M. r I. was a twenty-seven year old wom.an, who
had had several previous admissions to the hospital auid severalL
operations. Her diagnosis was thyrotoxicosis. The case was
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selected for special stud^^ by one of the medical students,
working in collaboration v/ith the Social Service Department.
The object of the study v/as to see the relation of the social
and medical factors.
Although I. was of Irish extraction, she was married to
an Italiaju. Doth families had been known to several social
agencies and described as of lov; moral character. The hus-
band v/as described as a happy go lucky and averse to work. 1.
was Immature and ^^ery suspicious of the husband. There were
frequent separations.
Plan of Treatment
1. To give supportive treatment
2. To advise medical follow-up
3. To consider the possibility^ of psychiatric guidance
when patient is ready to accept
Action
I. was discharged and the v^orker made a home visit. In
subsequent visits I. talked at length about her husband,
calling him "a dirty/ little Italian." She seemed to gain some
relief from catharsis and looked forward to the visits. After
the husband v/as inducted into the service, the student aided
I. in getting supplementation from the Hed uross until the
allotment came through. I. was readmitted to the hospital
several times requesting operations without a medical basis
for this. The doctors felt that this desire was based on l.'s
tendency toward self-mutilation. Psyrchiatric referral was
accepted by the patient, v/hen the appointment was made i.
did not keep it. vihen other attempts for referral failed tlie
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case was closed*
Analysis
The worker was not successful in carrying thr*ou^;h her
goals of treatment for several reasons. The patient felt
sufficient acceptance from the worker to talk about her re-
lations with her husband. I. expressed v/illingness for the
psychiatric referral but when the actual appointments v/ere
made, she showed resistance by being too ill on both occasions
to see the psychiatrist. Failure to carry through this plan
may have been due to an established pattern 'which was impos-
sible for the student to chajige. The medical student working
on the case felt that further success could not be obtained
because the environmental background had deepl5’’ affected the
patient *s personality.
Case of M. H. t M. was a forty-eight year old woman with
a diagnosis of cerebral tlirombosis and rheumatic heart disease.
She was referred for nursing home care. M.’s husband made
twenty-four dollars 'weekly, and could not pay for nursing home
care. M. was formerly a patient at the Cambridge City Hospi-
tal* She consented to the nursing home plan but wanted to go
to one in Cambridge v/here she lived. M. had a language
difficulty.
Plan of Treatment
1. To arrange for nursing home care
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Action
An attempt was made to get an agency to finance nursing
home care. Because of IT.’s settlement, she could not be
placed in the Cambridge City Home. The Family Society, v/here
application had been made, felt it could not take financial
responsibility. After all efforts had failed the student
talked to H. about referral to the Long Island Hospital. Al-
though there was some hesitancy at first, the student with
the help of an interpreter was able to gain the patient’s
acceptance. The International Institute was contacted and
asked to keep in touch v^ith M. at the Long Island Hospital.
The case was transferred to Social Service at that hospital.
Analysis
The student arranged for the necessary care for the pa-
tient and also referred the case to an agency tiiat could help
patient in her adjustment to the new situation.
Case of Ivl. J» : M. was a seventeen year old girl with a
diagnosis of ulcerative colitis. He was referred for Social
Service follow-up and psychiatric treatment. The sister had
requested teaching services for M. while she Vi/as on the ward.
This service v/as arranged* M.’s mother was employed as a
housekeeper. There was an older sister living in the home.
The father was dead.
Plan of Treatment
1. To investigate the home situation and arrange for
convalescent care
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2. To consider psychiatric referral
Action
Since the mother was out of the home most of the time
she ana the worker agreed to a nursing :iorae plan. Visiting
teaching service v;as arranged for in the nursing home. A
good relationship was established between M. and the student,
who said she was so happy to have someone to telk to since
she had never felt close to her mother. It was suggested
that M. might like to talk to some one else who could help
her, namely the psychiatrist. M.'s girl friend had been
helped by one, so she was willing to accept the referral. M,
was sent to a woman psychiatrist, she had expressed some fear
about not finis’-.ing with her class, k school visit was made
and the guidance teacher thought that M. could finish if
sufficient effort vvas applied. M. was given this assurance
and was graduated with her class.
Analysis
The student successfully carried out her plans. The
relationship with M. progressed at each interview and M.
talked freely of her difficulties at home. She admitted that
she was able to get along better with her mother after her
illness. Sufficient assurance was given so that M. could
finish high school. She showed appreciation of the help
received from the psychiatric treatment. The case was trans-
ferred to the hospital where the patient was receiving treat-
ment.
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Case of L» S. ; L. was an eighty-seven year old man with
a diagnosis of arterio sclerosis and hypertensive and ar-
teriosclerotic heart disease. He v/as referred for clironic
hospital care.
Plan of Treatment
1. To transfer the patient to the Long island Hospital
for c’oronic care
Action
L. had a hearing handicap and the student had difficultv
in talking to him. He told the student he preferred to return
to the nursing home 'where he was previous to his hospital ad-
mission. This nursing home had specified that it did not
want to take L. back. He was told that there had to be a
change in plan because of the difficulty in securing a nursing
home. He then expressed a desire to talk over the plan -with
his son. Likewise the student contacted the son who was in
accord with sending L. to Long Island. It was necessary for
the student to solicit the aid of the head nurse on the ward
to interpret to L. that he required further hospitalization.
He finally consented to the plan and the student accompanied
him to the other hospital. The case was transferred to Social
Service at that hospital.
Analysis
The student was able to carry out the plan and the doc-
tor’s recommendation. It was necessary to utilize the head
nurse in orde'r to iiiterpret the needed plan to this partially
deaf patient.
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Case of B. C> ; This twenty-six year old unmarried man
referred himself to Social Service because he was on probation
and v;anted to talk with the v\/orker. His diagnoses were
pneumonia and epilepsy* B.'s parents died when he was very
young. He had no contact with his one sister and brother,
living in another state. had been arrested on charges of
drunkenness and put on probation for several months, ne felt
this probation to be unfair stating that he was having an
epileptic seizure and was mistaken for being drunk, h. said
he could not cultivate friends because "nice people” did not
like him. His lack of adequate education made him feel
inferior. The student pLanned to give B. supportive treatment
yet not allow him to become too dependent.
Action
The probation officer was contacted and told of B.*s
feelings that he had been treated unfairly. Factual evidence
against B. did not allov; for a release from probation, how-
ever, when the officer was told of b.'s special need for
reassurance and acceptance, a special effort was made to es-
tablish rapport. j?’requent intervievi/s with a. enabled him to
release a great deal of hostilit:/ concerning his social
medical problems, i^ecause of his expressed desire to make
friends, the student encouraged him to become more aware of
his personal appearance. ^.He had come to the office several
times dressed in a sloven fashion.) B. was referred to
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Industrial Aid for assistance in securing employment* He was
also referred to the American Epilepsy League for guidance,
j
V/hen a good relationship had been established between B. and
the student, he voluntarily accepted the suggestion for hos-
pitalization at the Monson Hospital for epileptics. Treatment
did not continue after B. was transferred to this hospital.
Analysis
This patient v/as encouraged to see the worker often be-
cause of his need for acceptance and assurance. The relation-
ship left him less disturbed v;hen he was able to release his
hostility tovjard society and toward his physical condition.
At the suggestion of tlie student, his personal appearance
changes somewhat. He finally became secure enough to make his
ov/n decision for further treatment. The student steered him
to the proper sources in the cojiimunity thus enabling him to
receive acceptance even outside of his relationship with the
student.
Case of T. B. ; T. was a fifteen year old boy who was
referred for convalescent care or temporary foster home place-
ment. The diagnoses were malnutrition and ulcerative colitis.
Action
T. was the oldest in a fam.ily of seven siblings. The
mother felt she could not adequately care for T. in the home.
The student's primary goal was preparation for foster home
•nianement. T. was found to be a cooperative youngster who
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accepted the plan for placement. The mother also approved so
application was made to the Childrenfe Mission. Previous to
placement, T. was seen on the ward and the student stimulated
him to talk about his friends, hobbies and other interests.
After the xalacement t]ie student made arrangements for T.'s
medical follow-up in the clinic. As the doctor did not feel
that T. should return to scxhool at this time, the student
arranged for visiting teaching. The case was transferred to
the Children's Mission Social Service.
Analysis
In this case little interpretation was necessary because
of the cooperative attitude of the patient and the family. The
student v;as able to aid in the medical follow-up and in tlie
school adjustment.
Case of K. a. : M. was a fifty-nine year old woman with
a diagnosis of cerebral hemorrhage. The case was referred for
chiTonic care. She was unable to speak English, and plans were
made through her only relative, a daughter. Even the daughter
did not speak English too well so an interpreter had to be
secured to insure I.i.'s understanding of the plan.
Plan of Treatment
1. To transfer the patient to the Long Island Hospital
Action
The interpreter and another patient on the v/ard, v/ho was
of the same nationality as M., were able to get her acceptance
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of the plan. M. was discharged to Long Island Hospital. The
other patient on the v;ard was going to the same hospital so
the student asked the Social Service there to put these two
patients in the same ward.
nnalysis
In this case the student accomplished her goal of treat-
ment. She encountered language difficulty and had to carry
out the plan tlirough an interpreter and another patient on the
ward, 'Who was of the same nationality.
Case of T. ; N. was a nineteen year old girl who was
referred to social Service for investigation of the home situa-
tion. N. was admitted to the hospital as an amnesia victim.
The diagnoses werei constitutional inadequacy; pelvic infla-
matory disease. The last story given v;as that she v/as married
to a young doctor with an incurable disease. Her mother was
crippled from art’iritis. Also a younger brother was a victim
of poliomyelitis. The father, v;ho was an alcoholic, was not
living in the home. N. had been living in an apartment with
a girl friend. In an intervievv, N. told the student that she
worried about everything such as fear of sexual assaults in
the restaurant 'vvhere she was employed, and suspicion of
marihuana addicts in the apartment house where she lived.
Plan of Treatment
1. To give the patient understanding and acceptance
2. TO arrange for convalescent care
3. To make a psychiatric referral
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Action
A home vivSit was made and the student concluded that w.
did not have a good relationship with her mother or the youngei
brother. The brother had been supporting the family since
the father left the home. He had often used brutal treatment
with N. and had told her to leave the home because she was
not contributing financially, tiecause of this li. had moved
into an apartment. I-^oney was raised for I\. to go to a conva-
lescent home, ohe was seen frequently on the ward and later
in the convalescent home. 5he expressed a great amount of
fear to the student and was williuig to see a psychiatrist.
An appointment was made for her and the student went with her
for the first appointment. The student conferred v;ith the
psychiatrist who felt that N. was acceptive of treatment and
could be helped. Supportive treatment was given to H. while
she v/as seeing the psychiatrist. It was finally decided that
it would be to an advantage for N. to be followed socially in
the same hospital where she was being treated for her anxie-
ties. The case was then transferred to that hospital.
Analysis
This case offered opportuni'iiis for the student to learn
someth.ing of the significance of a psychiatric referral, rhe
goals were reached. The patient was seen by the v/orker after
the referral had been made so that the change in social
workers could not upset the patient. Because of the patient's
anxiety, the student supported her tlirough the first
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appointment with the psychiatrist.
Case of M. P» ; M. was a fifteen year old girl with a
diagnosis of hysteria, bhe v/as referred to social service for
referral to a psychiatric agency. The doctor had learned from
M. that her father had forced her to have sexual relations
with him.
Plan of Treatment
1. To establish a relationship with patient
2. To investigate the home situation
3. To consider psychiatric referral
Action
M. had had several illnesses in her childhood. Because
of poor eyesight and tlie present illness, M. had been placed
in a special class in school. The home conditions v/ere very
poor, xhe mother was of low grade mentally. '^fJhen a home
visit was made the mother was told of M.'s need to see someone
who could help her with her problems. Although the mother did
not have insight as to the need for such treatment, her consent
was given. M. vi/anted psychiatric help so the case was trans-
ferred to the Massachusetts taeneral hospital.
Analysis
The student in this case, was able to interpret the need
for treatment in a psychiatric agency. Sufficient acceptance
was given so that the plan of treatment would be carried out.
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Chapter V
Summary and Conclusion
Student placem^ent in a medical setting, particularly in
a municipal hospital, is difficult because of the complex
technical set-up of the hospital, and the varied problems
involved, such as fear, anxiety, discouragement, serious ill-
ness in the family, medical neglect, broken homes, and con-
stant personal maladjustment. The line of treatment is as
varied as the problems presented.^
For this thesis forty-tiiree cases handled by seven first
year students at the Boston City Hospital Department of
Social Work have been studied to determine hov; effective the
student was in carrying out the doctors* recommendations and
hov; much was accomplished in terms of the student’s aim of
treatment.
As can be seen in Table I the student handled cases
with varied diagnoses. The age group of the patients (given
in Table II)
,
ranged from thirteen to eighty-seven. The
reasons for referral of cases to Social Service varied greatly
as is shown in Table III. In the hospital ninety-five percent
of referrals come directly from the doctor. The other five
percent are referred by relatives, friends, or another agency.
Of the forty-three cases presented v/ith the exception
of six, all had a d efinite plan of treatment; Margaret
Bristol writes:
^^Boston City Hospital, Report of the Department of
Medical Social V/ork, for the Year 1935-1936.
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Table I
Cases According to Diagnoses
Diagnoses No • of Patients
Cancer 1
Asthma and Chronic Bronchitis 3
Cardiac 8
Nephritis 2
Ulcerative Colitis 5
Arthritis 2
Tuberculosis 1
Rheumatic Fever 6
Psychoneurosis 4
Epilepsy • 2
Subarachnoid ^-emorrhage 2
Miscellaneous
Cerebral Hemorrhage 1
Drug Addiction 1
Multiple Sclerosis 1
Adrenal Tumor 1
Malnutrition 1
Cerebral Tlrombosis 1
Diabetes Mellitus 1
Total "^3
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Table II
Age Group Of Patients
NOo of Patients
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Table III
Reasons for Referral of Cases to Social Service
Child Placement 3
Convalescent care 9
Nursing Home Care 7
Social Investigation and Follow-up 8
Terminal and Chronic Hospital Care 8
Sanatorium Care 1
Psychiatric Follov;-up 4
Request of Patient, Relative or Friend 3
Total 43
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The value of including the plan of treatment in the record
is, in one respect, similar to that of including the diagnosis
as a part of the permanent record. Its inclusion is essential
for furnishing the case reader with a guide to the understanding;
of the succeeding treatment in the record. From the point of
view of the social worker herself, it is common knowledge that,
unless she makes a practice of preparing and of including in
the case record this plan of treatment used, there is a ten-
dency for her to follov/ no consistent plan of action but to
meet the more pressing and obvious problems on a day-to-day
basis .12
Of the thirty-seven cases where there was a stated plan
of treatment, the student was unable to accomplish her aims
of treatment in nine cases. The reasons for failure were
found in various factors, in the case of 'ii, J. (p.l2; the
entire plan of treatment could not be appraised because of the
change in diagnosis and t he transferral to a sanatorium. How-
ever, it v/as almost impossible to establish a relationship with
this boy whose problems and conflicts were so deep-rooted.
Lack of insight was proposed by the student as a reason for
failure in the case of B. F. (p.l9). As is often true in
social case work the v^orker can see the indication of needed
service but when treatment begins the client or patient is not
responsive. In the case of B. T. i,p.24;, both the worker and
the doctor felt that this seventeen year old girl would need
assistance from the social worker. Despite this, the student
was able to accomplish very little because of the patient *s
unwillingness to accept any help offered. In the case of K. C.
(p.42), both the efforts of a medical student and those of the
student of social work failed to accomplish the desired goals.
l^Iargaret u. Bristol, Handbook on Bocial Case Hecording
.
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Both the patient and his mother v/ere superficially cooperative
but they did not respond to the treatment offered. The reason
for failure in the case of d. m. Cp.49; may have been the
patient’s desire to cling to her illness. The patient com-
plained of many symptoms but when appointments were made for
her to attend the clinic she made no effort to keep them. In-
ability to carry through a plan in the case of H. C. (p.56}, ma;j|^
have been due to the patient’s ignorance of her diagnosis and
prognosis. In cases of cancer the doctor does not tell the
patient his diagnosis because of the fear connected with this
illness. The student made little headv/ay in preparing this
patient for the progressive nature of her illness. Almost up
until the time of her death she was unable, to realize that she
could not resume the responsibility of her home. Failure in
the case of A. E. (p.62) was due to the family’s indecision as
to whether to take the patient home or send him to a nursing
home as the doctor h€'.d recoiiimended. As a result of their
mixed feelings about their father he was constantly shifted
from home, nursing home and the hospital. Lack of success to
follow through with the plan of treatment in the case of 1. M.
(p.63)
,
which was handled by a medical student of social work,
may have been due to the fact that the patient’s conflicts
were so deep that they c ould not be reached by Social Service
treatment. If the plan to refer the patient to the psychiatris
had met v/ith success the student might have been able to v;ork
cooperatively with the psychiatrist in helping the patient.
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In the case of K. M. (p.48)
,
tlie student succeeded in placing
the patient as had been planned but thene was little gained in
the attempt to work further with the patient. The mother showed
resistance toward the placement and later tov/ard the student’s
attempt to provide recreational activity for the patient.
V/hetlier the goals vjere reached or not, the student had an
opportunity to work with varied problems and had several
occasions for growth in the learning process. In several cases
the student had to readjust the plan of treatment on the basis
of social investigation. In the case of A. K. (p.58) the stu-
dent found that it was necessary to make another plan for the
patient even ^ter the required amount of hospitalization and
convalescence had been given. Because the home conditions were
so poor it was necessary to consider fotter home placement.
In the case of D. A. (p.46), where there was no plan of treat-
ment stated, through supportive treatment the student was able
to transfer this patient successfully to a hospital originally
opposed by the patient and her family.
Two cases, that of I. M, and K. C,, afforded the student
the opportunity to v/ork in collaboration //ith two medical stu-
dents. In the case of B, ^V. Cp.45)
,
the student was able to
learn the value of the use of aut-'ority in restraining the
patient from performing a task which v/ould be detrimental to
her health. The student found it necessary to solicit the
help of the doctor in restricting the patient from r eturning
to her room to pack her clothes.
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Because of a hearing and a language difficulty, the stu-
dent, in two cases, found it necessary to carry out her plans
tlirough the help of others, a nurse in one instance i,L.3.
p.68) and an interpreter and another patient in the other case
p.71>. In four cases the student learned about the
psychiatric implications of illness. The case of T.N. allov/ed
the student to continue social treatment while the patient
was under the direction of the psychiatrist. In the case of
CS.H. p.56), and (S.S. p.61)
,
the student was in direct con-
tact with the problem of dependency.
All of the cases presented the students with the
opportunity of utilizing and referring the patients to the
proper sources in the community. There was a definite learn-
ing process in working v^ith the doctors, the nurses, the
psychiatrists, and members of the staffs of other agencies.
Besides those problems already mentioned the student worked
with resistance, hostility, lack of insight into the need for
service, guilt feelings and various others.
The student v/ho handled the case of (P.J. p.l5) had the
advantage of having the case revievi/ed at a seminar in which
a psychiatrist was present. Here the student could learn the
value of catharsis as a process in treatment.
In conclusion, this study has shown that the students in
handling these forty-three cases have not only been afforded
definite opportunities for grovi/th, but have in the majority of
the cases successfully carried out the recomnendations of the
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